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§1 Goals of the exhibitions
1. To give cat owners the opportunity to breed their cats with other animals of the same variety

to be compared on a larger scale at international level.
2. To give breeding incentives through greater exhibition competition at international level,

to promote the quality of the animals in terms of colour, type, health and care
and to improve.

3. Exchange of experiences and technical talks with members of other clubs, especially
allow other countries.

4. Show visitors and cat lovers the cat in all its breed and color variety
imagine bringing them closer to the nature of the cat and thereby greater

Finding understanding for the cat as a pet.
5. A large number of show cats and an improvement in the quality of shows

to give new incentives to visit exhibitions.

§2 Winner entitlements
1. National shows are shows until the CAC is awarded.

2. International cat shows are staffed by an international jury. The selection
the jury lies with the organizer. There should be at least 120 cats present.

3. Titles and entitlements can only be accepted at national and international exhibitions
of the clubs recognized by Felidae e.V.

§3 Registrations
All members of other clubs, as well as non-club cat owners, are entitled to their
Exhibiting cats at Felidae e.V. exhibitions. However, the exhibition management is

entitled to reject reports without giving reasons. With the registration confirmation
On special request, the exhibitor will be provided with the applicable exhibition guidelines

given for a fee. With the registration, the Felidae e.V.
revocable the authorization granted to the exhibitor at later information

send exhibitions.

§4 Cancellations or re-registrations
Exhibitors who cannot come to the exhibition or their registered cats

are ill or if there are other reasons, this must be done at least 21 days before
inform the exhibition management. Unexcused absences can

lead to an exhibition ban. The provisions of the latest valid version apply
reporting form.

§5 Vaccinations
1. Every cat over 12 weeks old must be vaccinated against panleukopenia

be. Depending on the vaccine, the vaccination must not be older than 1 or 2 years.
2. Exhibited litters or single babies require primary vaccination unless fully vaccinated

Mother cat is present, rabies vaccination is obligatory.
3. The vaccination record must be presented upon entry and must be valid.

§6 Permitted animals
Each animal to be exhibited is subject to a thorough health check upon entry.

1. Only healthy, parasite-free (mites, fleas,
mushrooms, etc.) cats. The decision of admission rests with the investigator.

If an animal is rejected, for whatever reason, the animal decides



together with the organizer, whether all other animals of the exhibitor
be rejected.

2. If one or more animals are rejected, registration fees and others
non-refundable costs.

3. Cats with surgical and/or cosmetic changes will not be eligible
judging allowed.

4. Cats that fall ill during the exhibition may no longer be exhibited
and also not to be judged.

5. Uncontrolled cats may not be brought into the exhibition hall. At
Violations will result in the exhibitor being excluded from the exhibition.

6. If, despite admission controls, the judge only determines that an animal is not
free of parasites or sick, he can make a disqualification. Here a must

second judge to countersign.
7. Must also lead to disqualification:

• intentionally misreporting a cat
• premature removal of a cat from the showrooms without consent

the exhibition management.
• Violations of the exhibition conditions.

§7 Exhibition number
Each exhibited cat will receive an exhibition number.

§8 Cages
1. One show cage is available for each registered cat, unless the

In consultation with the exhibitor, the organizer allocates a cage for several animals. Once
Assigned cages may only be changed with the consent of the exhibition management

become. Accommodations other than the cages provided are not
permitted, exceptions are the Sturdi show shelters, but only the model here

"Habitat".
2. Each cage needs to be lined with a soft pad and has three sides with

provided with a privacy screen (curtain) to avoid unnecessary stress for the animals. It
There must also be a feeding and drinking bowl and a litter box.

3. Leaning on the cages is strictly forbidden. The cage as well as the stand is after the
leave the exhibition clean. The organizer can
charge a penalty equal to the registration fee.

§9 Accommodation of the animals
The exhibitor is obliged to keep his cats indoors for the entire duration of the exhibition

to leave the cage. It is forbidden to leave animals in the exhibition hall overnight. The
Cats must be adequately cared for and the litter box must always be kept clean. The

Feeding chicks and mice is strictly forbidden during the show.

§10 Obligation of the exhibitor to be present
In principle, the exhibitor or a person commissioned by him has during the

To be present at the cage during the judging in order to be accessible to the exhibition
management at any time

to be able to comply with the steward's request to present his animal to the judge
or if necessary to be able to hand over the cat to the steward.

§11 Stewards
The chief steward supervises the judge's room. He's across from the other stewards

authorized to give instructions



§12 Judges
1. The cats are judged by recognized judges. By what standard

judged, the organizer decides. National judges may no matter which
Only issue form grades up to the CAC.

2. Judges and student judges are allowed to show their cats at shows where they themselves
judge, only exhibit out of competition. You may not before the end of the judging

Get a glimpse of the exhibition catalog and not the exhibition hall if possible
enter.

3. During judging, exhibitors are only allowed to contact judges in context
with their own cat or after approval by the exhibition management

permitted.

§13 Certificate and judge's report
The certificate with the judge's report on it will only be sent shortly before the end of the

event handed out. The judgment of the judge is final. Derogatory remarks or
even insults to a judge will result in immediate exit from the exhibition

and result in a general exhibition ban at Felidae e.V.

§14 Smoking ban
There is a general ban on smoking in the hall for the duration of the exhibition.

§15 Neutrality
The exhibition management may not influence the judging and the selection of those to be

proposed take cats.

§16 Exhibition classes
At international exhibitions of the Felidae e.V., cats can be in the following exhibition classes

separated into longhair, shorthair, semilonghair and exotic shorthair as well
Domestic cats are reported and win entitlements and titles there:

• Litter class (from the completed 10th week up to and including the 15th week) - litter at least
three animals

• Baby class (from the completed 10th week to less than 3 months)
• Youth class 3 - <6 months
• Youth class 6 - <9 months
• Open Class / Neuter Class

• Champion Class / Premier Class
• International Champion Class / International Premier Class
• Large International Champion Class / Gr.Int.Premier Class

• European Champion / European Premier Class
• Grand Europa Champion / Grand Europa Premier

• The title ICAC (Intercontinental Champion) /
ICAP (Intercontinental Premier) to be achieved. These titles are identical to the

Titles CACM (World Champion) / CAPM (World Premier) of the WCF.
• Honor class

Animals with title Gr.Euro-Ch. / Pr. or domestic cats with the title of Large Domestic Cat
Champion

• Determination class
This class is for cats of a recognized breed according to their pedigree

belong, but whose color does not match that given in the pedigree
matches. These cats will be judged by two of those present
judges color reclassified and the appropriate show class

assigned, which may change with reclassification. Only then will
such animals are then evaluated by the responsible judge. in class will



an increased registration fee.
• Novice class

Destiny Class and Novice Class are identical except that
the cats here first of two present judges on a possible

Breed affiliation checked and also classified according to color. Are
the animals are assigned to a breed and color, these are then

relevant judge. Again, the double
to pay the exhibition fee. By means of the certificate and the judge's report

the respective animal can then be entered in the stud book.
• Domestic cat class

For all cats that cannot be assigned to any known standard. It will all
Form grades as for pedigree cats, but only awarded from the open class. It

only an "H" precedes the candidacy.
• Out of competition

For cats that are shown but not judged. It's them
to pay published exhibition fees. Exceptions to this are

Nurses and dams of a litter.
Cats out of competition will only be accepted if at least two animals are in

competition are registered.

§17 Awards
Best in Variety

This title can be awarded by the judge if of the respective variety
at least three animals of the same breed and color are present, the decision of the
However, awarding Best Variety is at the sole discretion of the judge. The judge can

refuse to award the title if none of the animals exhibited after his
perception comes close enough to the ideal. The title will be given on the exhibition certificate

confirmed.
Special Price

This title can be awarded by the judge if the respective variety does not
required three animals of the same breed and color are present, the decision

however, awarding a special prize is at the sole discretion of the judge. The judge
may refuse to award the title if none of the animals exhibited after its

perception comes close enough to the ideal. The title will be given on the exhibition certificate
confirmed.

Best in Show
This title is chosen in a secret ballot from the respective proposals of all judges between

the categories longhair, semi-longhair, shorthair and exotic shorthair, as well as the
Special shows for breeds with more than 30 entered animals, determined. The titling

will be noted on the certificate of issue.
Best of Best

From the animals awarded the "Best in Show" award, all judges jointly decide in
secret ballot (simple majority) each a best of best for longhair, semi-longhair,

Shorthair and Exotic-Shorthair, as well as the special shows for breeds with more than 30
reported animals, determined. In the event of a tie, the judge decides

determining chief judge, who as a rule should be an all-breed judge, at least
but must be an all-round judge for the hair category in question. The title will be awarded

noted on the certificate of issue.
Best over All

The four Best of Best cats will either be from one to be determined beforehand
Allbreed judges or by all judges present who are judges in at least one category

All-round judges are the best of the best cats. The title "Best over All" is in
noted on the certificate of issue.



§18 Color and breed descriptions
Color and breed descriptions are only done in the youth and open classes

at least two judges possible. All titles won up to that point will then be lost and that
The animal must be exhibited again in the breed and color now specified. cats,
who have already successfully won a title may be of the same breed, color and

Affiliation can no longer be issued in a lower class.

§19 Pictures
Felidae e.V. reserves the right to take photos and films during the exhibition

of the event and to use this free of charge for self-promotion
use.

§20 Liability
As the organizer, Felidae e.V. is exempt from any liability. exhibitors and visitors

are liable for any damage caused by you or your animals.


